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TORT R E F O R M :  M E D I C A L  M A L P R A C T I C E  CRISIS  
By Kelly Kesner 
On October 23rd, students 
heard about Tort Reformin the Medical 
Malpractice field through a program 
sponsored by the Student Health Law, 
Student Trial Lawyers, and the Lesbian1 
Gay Law Students Associations. Attor- 
neys Marilyn Allen of MAG Mutual In- 
surance, Bill Clark of the Georgia Trial 
Lawyers Association, and David 
M c b  of Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan 
shared their expertise on problems they 
encounter and changes being pyposed 
to the current Georgia Legislature to 
discourages physicians fiom performing 
certain specialized procedures. 
What is proposed? 
The new proposed legislation 
suggests the following steps: 
1) Establishing Expert Wmess Qualifi- 
cations. Currently, any doctor can tes- 
tifl as an expert regardless of specialty. 
2) Dismissal Rule to be amended. Cur- 
rently, the plaintiff can dismiss the law- 
suit at any time, for any reason, up to 2 
times before the trial. Defendant does 
not have the same right. 
3) Elimination of the ioint / several li- 
f an tas t i c  
job and 
want to im- 
prove care 
given to pa- 
t i e n t s .  
Sometimes 
there are 
bad out- 
comes and 
patients suf- 
fering such 
should have 
remedies, 
vet still al- 
handle medical malpractice issues. ability holding each defendant respon- low the hos- 
sible for 100% of the negligence action. pitals affordable coverage. There is no In order to gain a higher client 
What is Tort Reform? Why is it 4) Mandate comparative negligence. easy fix when considering both the pro- base and build their businesses in the 90s, 
needed? Reduce award by patient's contribution viders' and patients' hardships. insurance companies lowered premiums 
Marilyn All& explained what to his injury. almost 20-30%. Profits were high and 
tort reform means, why it is needed, and 5) Cap total damages (economic and The Other Side payouts were low. Now, profits are not 
what is being proposed. Tort Reforms non-economic at $1,000,000). Bill Clark of the Trial Lawyers as high due to changes in the stock mar- 
are ~easures e n a d  by the State Leg- 6) Limit attorney's fees based on sliding presented the other side of the medical ket and a higher number of claims to pay 
islature to correct the non-legal system, scale. malpractice crisis. Mr. Clark lea MAG out. Problems have arisen with insurance 
Statutes of Limitations, and apportion- and joined the Trial Lawyers as he companies trying to recoup the losses suf- 
m a t  of damages in the h4edical Mal- How Hospitals are Affected disagress with'MAG's position on Tort fered in the 90s in a 2-3 year window by 
practice field. Ms. Allen listed factors David McLean of Sutherland Reform. He agrees there IS a crisis - raisingpremiums. 
su~~or t ing  why tort reform is necessary. defends hospitals throughout the state but the cause is not a litigous envircm- Mr. Clark argues that Tort Re- 
First7 to "balance the playing of Georgia against medical malpractice ment and large jury verdicts. form would change the method by which 
field." Ifthere are no tort reforms, there claims. He &at &e.cumw piobhi stems froni insur- the victims get justice. He claims, "Ev- 
is the risk of less access to &bdable medical malpractice crisis is twofold; it ance companies raising premiums to ery time there is a claim of negligence, 
h a  care for all citizens- S-4 with- reduces availability as insurek no longer make up losses from the 90s market. and there is a question as to the standard 
out tort refom, physicians are discour- wish to write policies for hospitals and Insurance companies make money two of care, the scales tilt in favor of the pro- 
agdfrom mmkgw Georgia- ThiP.d, the those insurers that remain to write poli- ways, through premiums and investment fession. The jury has to presume there 
waythings mdnmdiscouragesmedi- cies for hospitals make their premiums earnings. Although insurance companies was due care going in, and the patient 
cal studen& from specializing in fields so high that few hospitals can afford the are now 90% invested in the Bond already has to overcome many obstacles. 
such as radiology and obstdrics- which policies offered. Market, they previously were heavily Currently in 85% of the cases, the doc- 
normally have higher malpractice insur- McLean argues that hospitals invested in the stock market and lost tor wins ... if the law were to change 
premiums. Finally, the System cur- are made up of PEOPLE. The physi- money when expected returns did not the odds would be even further stacked 
' 
rentl~ encourages early retirement and cians and nurses most of the time do a come through. in fhvor of the profession. " 
THE SEARCH FOR INNOCENCE IN EORGIA 
By Erin Baird relied on the test results as evidence of tunity for early parole if lie agreed to the Innocence Project was created to 
Johnson's involvement because they attend sexual offender classes. How- free wrongly convicted inmates like 
"Sometimes the inn-t victim identified the perpetrator as an African- ever, this opportunity was revoked when Calvin Johnson, Jr. Most Innocence 
of crime is the person convicted ofone," American male with 0-positive blood. Johnson refused to sign through the Project cases focus on providing rel- 
In an effort to ~romote the mission to An all-white jury then returned a guilty prison. After reviewing the transcripts evant DNA testing that was not avail- 
free the wrongly convicted, the Inno- 
cence Project has adopted these words 
as a chilling reminder of our tragically 
flawed system ofjustice. But for Calvin 
Johnson, Jr., these words cannot be un- 
derstated. 
On October 27, after serving 16 
years ofhis life in a Georgia State Peni- 
h t iary  for crimes he did not commit, 
Johnson spoke to a packed room of GSU 
verdict in 45 min- 
utes, and Johnson 
was sentenced to 
life in prison. 
Johnson was 
branded as a rapist 
despite the fact 
that he presented 
numerous alibi, the 
crime scene hair 
-- -- 
law stud& as a free man. One evening Sample did not Calvin Johnson with GIP Executive Staff cence Project of 
in 1983, upon returning home fiom work, match hair samples New York 
Johnson was arrested and charged *ith from Johnson, and over forty-percent of agreed to accept Johnson's case and 
2 separate but related ass of rape that the population has a blood type of 0- students from the Cardozo School of 
occurred in Clayton and Fubn  County. positive. Law began doing research to uncover 
As part of the investigation, Johnson One year later, in an effort to possible DNA evidence. DNA test- 
was placed in a live ~ i n e - ~ p  that was clear his name, Johnson requested a ing revealed it was impossible for 
viewed by the victim. &ou& the vie- second trial in Fulton County for the Johnson to be guilty of those crimes. 
tim idatifid another -, police relied other rape charge. This time, after a In 1999, as a result of the efforts of 
on her earlier identification of Johnson day and a half of deliberation, a jury the Innocence Project, Calvin Johnson 
from a black and white photograph. comprised of 7 blacks and 5 whites Jr. was exonerated and released from 
J & S ~  was then taken to the fbund Johnson "not gu~lty." Yet, this prison. 
hospital in handcue, where blood and decision had no effect on his life sen- Established in 1992 by Barry 
hair sarnplei were taken and tested. At t a c e .  Scheck and Peter Neufeld of the 
Johnson was ~ f i r d  an appor- Cardozo School of Law in New York, 
from Johnson's 
trials, local attor- 
neys filed a mo- 
tion for a new 
trial on behalf of 
Johnson based 
on newly dis- 
covered evi- 
dence. 
The Inno- 
ableat trial to overturn convictions that 
result from junk science, mistaken eye- 
witness identification, false confession, 
prison informants and police and attor- 
ney misconduct. 
Over the past 10 years, Inno- 
cence Projects around the country 
have exonerated over 100 individuals. 
This fall, due to two Georgia 
State College of Law alumni, Jill Polster 
and September Guy, a new Innocence 
Project will begin here in Atlanta. The 
Georgia Innocence Project is funded 
almost entirely through donations, so 
the volunteer effort of Atlanta law stu- 
dents is crucial. Polster, Guy, and 
Aimee Maxwell, Project Director, 
have collaborated with Georgia Statet 
to provide student externships and vol- 
unteer experiences with the Georgia 
Innocence Project. 
For more information on the Georgia 
Innocence Project or about how you 
can get involved, visit www.gg- 
innocenceproject.org. 
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By Jerri Nitits tance of not trying to parse questions in Process 
an effort to avoid disclosing information. Once the Application is filed, it 
General Application Information If you wonder whether or not to include is reviewed for completeness by an Ap- 
On October 23, 2002 the Stu- something, include it. ''When in doubt, plication Analyst. You will either receive 
dent Bar Association sponsored a forum disclose!" If you have a question, call a letter saying that your application is 
on the bar fitness application process. the Georgia Office of Bar ' fine or that you need to 
Hulett Askew, Director of the Georgia A d m i s s i o n s supply more information. 
Office of Bar Admissions, told students (404.656.3490) and ask A letter requesting more 
about the bar application process and an- questions anonymously. information is called a 
swered questions. The information contained start-up letter. 
The process involves 2 steps: in the application is com- The Office of Admis- 
( I )  getting a certification of fitness and pletely confidential. Even sions will send letters of in- 
(2) applying for and taking the Bar exam. though the Office has been quiry to your listed refer- 
Therefore, law students must subpoened for information ences, employers, schools, 
complete 2 applications: in an application, they did etc. Therefore, make sure 
( I )  Bar Fitness A~plication: $300 fee. not have to reveal it. The you provide complete and 
Call 404.656.3490 to get Bar Applica- application is considered a up-to-date addresses. If 
tion Package. Regular filing deadline is continuing application, so if there .is no problem with 
December 4,2002. Must be typed. It is something changes, an ap- your application, then the 
long, detailed, and intrusive. Students plicant has 30 days to ' application goes to the Fit- 
must fill it out completely, carefully, and amend it. T h ~ s  applies until an applicant ness Board for action. If no additional 
candidly. Read it thoroughly as it is is sworn in as a lawyer. information is needed and no issues arise, 
broader than it appears at first glance. Information is requested re- the Application should be certified within 
(2) A~dication for the Bar Exam: $120 garding up to 10 years ago or starting 90-100 days. Once certified, you have 
fee. One page application sent to stu- when the applicant was 18 years old, up to five years to take the Bar under 
dent upon receipt of the Bar Fitness whichever is shorter. In reference to that certification in Georgia. 
Application. As 1,300 - 1,400 students employment history, speeding ticket in- If there is an issue with your ap- 
generally take the Bar each time it is formation, etc., applicants should just do plication, the Fitness Board has 3 options: 
offered, Mr. Askew strongly encouraged their best in disclosing identifying infor- (1) Certify your application anyway 
students to get their Fitness Applications mation. For example, for speeding ticket (2) Send your application back to you 
in by the regular filing deadline. information, if an applicant has had a GA and ask for follow-up information 
While there is a trend to wait license for over one year, (s)he does not (3) Cdnsider the file complete but be- 
until the late filing deadline of March 5, need to provide a DMV report. 1f not, a cause of concerns, ask to speak with the 
2003, this is discouraged as if an appli- DMV report is required. In reference applicant. The applicant meets with the 
cant has a problem with her Fitness to employment history, applicants should 9 members of the Fitness Board. In a 
Application that takes a while to cor- include a supervisor still with the corn- typical year, only 35 out of 1,300 appli- 
rect, then she cannot take the July exam. pmy. Disclose if the company no longer cants .are called in. In a bad year, 4 of 
While the application will even- exists. 950, include unpaid positions such these applicants are denied certification. 
tually be available online, possibly by as internships. 
January of 2003, there is presently NO Applicants should identify any Problem Areas and Solutions 
online registration. gaps in employment or education. Fur- Mr. Askew highlighted that 
ther, it is wise to get $free credit report some typical problem areas are unlaw- 
Disclosure from the major credit agencies, ful conduct, academic misconduct, false 
Mr. Askew stressed the impor- Transunion, Experian, and Equifax. statements, misconduct in employment, 
neglect of financial responsibilities, evi- 
dence of emotional instability, and a drug 
1 alcohol problem. However, he stressed 
that nothing can automatically bar certi- 
fication and what matters is an 
applicant's character fitness today. The 
Board will consider criteria at time of . 
incidentsuch as age, recency, reliability, 
and seriousness. Most important to the 
Board is evidence of rehabilitation as well 
as evidence of honesty and integrity. 
The biggest problem areas they 
see are (I)  DUI offenses, (2) bad credit 
history, and (3) academic misconduct. 
A$ the Board views DUIs as a serious 
ttlfiat, in 2001 they started a policy that 
if an applicant gets a DUI during his third 
year, he is not allowed to take the July 
Bar. Thig is because a GA statute says 
that if you have a DUI you have one 
year probatipn; d Bar Fitness Applica- 
' , .  
tion cannot becom&ted when an ap- 
plicant is on probation. 
He stated that in reference to 
bad credit history, "debt is not a prob- 
lem, being irresponsible about debt is the 
concern." An applicant with bad credit 
history must show evidence of paying a 
creditor for 6 consecutive months to be 
certified. This is another reason that 
applicants should not wait until the last 
minute to fill out the application. 
In reference to academic mis- 
conduct such as plaigirism, the Board . . 
considers rehabilitation and typically does 
not deny certification. 
Bar Information 
The Bar is the last Tuesday and 
Wednesday of July and February.'July 
exam results are sent out the last week- 
end in October. Results are also posted - 
online by exam n k b ~ r  on the last Fri- 
day of Octobe< . 
By Amber Mees , 
result in more effective change. cused on the Mbulubulu system in Fiji. cal conflict in an unforeseen manner. 
Dr. Sally Merry's talk at Emory Culture may be viewed in one of Mbulubulu is a system for resolving con- By way of contrast, Australian 
on Friday November 1,2002 gave new three ways. First, culture is most com- flicts through a ritual apology and forgive- Aborigine teenagers used transnational 
meaning to the phrase, "Standing Rpom - $only seen as tradition. In this view, tra- ness process. Human rights concerns in norms and ideas to instigate their own 
Only." Those standing were packed in ' ditional values and ideas are fixed and the transnational community developed change from within. In responsemto PO- * 
like sardines and, finding that I was either unchanging. Second, culture is seen as around the use of ~bulubulu, rather than lice harassment at local malls, the teenag- 
blocking the door or knocking ~ a ~ ; s  off national identity. There develops an op- the court system, for dealing with rape. ers created and wore t-shirts with a list of 
the bulletin board, squeezed between position between the national culture and, The United Nations CEDAW Committee young people's rights on the back. The 
rows of the seated audie~ce and found a transnational civilization. Alternatively, became involved. Quickly, the attention front had a slogan which they developed 
place to sit on thk floor. With my limited culture is embraced or condemned as a and criticism broadened to the practice of themselves, ''It's public space - Get out 
view I never saw bfi Merry, who is a prohibition on change. The debates sur- 
~bulubulu as a whole, rather than in the of mpf~ce," along with images from the 
Professor of Anthropology and Co-Direc- rounding Female Genital Cutting@MC) . specific instance of rape. black human rights movement. Thus, \ 
tor of the Peace and Justice Studies Pro-. show how the focus shifts from t h e a t  in Ultimately, a conflict developed transnational-ideas were ritilized by a cul- 
gram at Wellesley College. I quickly?or- question to the surrounding culture. Cul- bitween the transnational norms and the ture to empower a localized movement. 
got my discomfort, however, when she ture is used as an excuse to avoid action, focal political structures, which were gen- ' Within transnational human rights 
began hertalkentitled, "Talking Culturein 6r the entire culture is condemned for its erally assumed to discriminate against settings, culture is often described as an 
Human Rights Forums: The International violations. women. For the native Fijians, already obstacle, particularly to women's human 
Movement Against Violence Against Locals, however, do not view excluded from the polltical processes of rights. But what does culture mean in this 
Women." The talk was sponsored by the cultureas an unalterable prison which must the dominant Indian ethnic group, formilation? Sometimes it refers to an 
ViolenceStudies Program, theInstitute for be endured or destroyed. The anthropo- CEDAW'S actions only undermined the essentialist vision of a national or 
Women's Studies, and the Department of logical view of culture is much more com- problem. ethnonational state, sometimes to en- 
Anthropology at Emory University. plicated. In this view, culture is seen in Similarly, in India, CEDAW ad- trenched power relationships that benefit 
Dr. Merry's talk examined and context: constantly changing, shaped by vacated a single secular system of laws some groups at the expense of others, and 
challenged the transnational movement for historical and contemporary influences, for the country as a whole. Traditionally, sometimes to neo-colonial conceptions of 
human rights, focusing primarily upon the and richened, but not defined, by tradition each different religious community had its the primitive or backward. 
movement against violence against and national identity. It is this view that own personal laws. neprogressiveHindu 
women. Within this movement, culture is will enable transnational movements to be population embraced the idea, while the For more information, co&& 
often seen as an obstacle to human rights. more effective, by working with cultures, less progressive Muslim and Christian A* ~ i ~ t ~ ~  404.727.7176, 
Dr. Merry argues that a more accurate rather than against them. groups rebelled. CEDAW's interference 
anthropological approach to cultute will violence@ emory.edu. As an example, Dr. M e q  fo- fed into and aggFdVated the existing politi- . 
By Ashley Davis stead of freedom for religion. As dis- Declaration of Independence says: "We However, the law does not condition 
cussed by William E. Simon, Jr. in "Why hold these truths to be self-evident, that one's behavior on how it will affect oth- 
In 2002 the Ninth Circuit Court, America Needs Religion," public life has all men are.. .endowed by their Creator ers. In Cohen v. California the Su- 
in Newdow v. United States. Congress, become a "religion-free" zone so that re- with certain inalienable preme ,Court found the phrase "F--ck 
ruled 2-1 that the Pledge's "under God" ligion is considered inviolably private and rights.. .appealing to the Supreme Judge the Draft" on the back of a war 
phrase is a government endorsement of 
religion violating the Establishment 
Clause. Judge Alfred T. Goodwin wrote 
for the three-judge panel and stated, "A 
profession that we are a nation 'under 
God' is identical, for Establishment 
Clause purposes, to a profession that we 
are a nation 'underJesus,' a nation 'un- 
public life as inviolably 
secular. 
This inhibition of 
religion is a radical depar- 
ture because for the 
greater part of our his- 
tory, 'America adhered 
closely to the Framers' 
der Vishnu,' a nation 'under Zeus,' or a understanding of the First Amendment. 
nation 'under no god,' because none of The Framers sought to diffuse religious 
these professions can be neutral with strife by prohibiting the establishment of 
respect to religion." any one religion by the federal govem- 
The Newdow ruling is in direct ment. However, the Framers had no 
opposition to what the Framers of the hostility to thecollaboration between the 
Constitution wished to happen. The church and state. Great leaders such as 
court moved from conventional under- Teddy Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, 
standing of the antiestablishment clause and Ronald Reagan reminded us that 
to reading i t  as an anti-religion clause. faith and religion are not just important 
Goodwin was incorrect when he said to the character of our people and na- 
that "under God" is identical to "under tion, but also "indispensable" to the pres- 
no god" for Establishment Clause pw- ervation of our democratic institutions ac- 
poses. Because religion is being driven cording to George Washington. 
into the ground by radical secularists, our God has had a long, established 
Pledge might as well have the words place in our govemment and our law as 
"under no god" in it. Religious freedom revealed by John Cvejanovich in "The 
has become freedom from religion in- Pledge: Give Me an Amen, Brother." The 
of the world.. .with a firm 
reliance on the protection 
of divine Providence, (we) 
mutually pledge to each 
other ..." Our money says 
"In God We Trust." The 
Liberty Bell is inscribed 
with Leviticus 2510. Fed- 
eral courts from the Supreme Court to 
the District Courts open with "God save 
the United States and this Honorable 
Court." 
The Establishment Clause of 
the First Amendment provides: "Con- 
gress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion." In Commit- 
tee for Public Education v. Nyquist 
the Supreme Court held that govern- 
mental action must have "a primary ef- 
fect that neither advances nor inhibits 
religion." Clearly, removing "under God  
from the Pledge has a primary effect 
that inhibits religion. 
It is argued that it is not fair to 
ask that children either stay silent or 
leave the classroom during the Pledge. 
protester's jacket to be constitutionally 
protected speech. The rights of offended 
viewers did not outweigh the rights of 
speakers. The Court explained that view- 
ers could avert their eyes and turn their 
heads to avoid furthy contact with the 
speech. 
We have gone from a country 
- 
which safeguards religion to one which 
attempts to sabotage and undermine re- 
ligion. Radical secularism seeks to sys- 
tematically exclude religion from public 
life, but leave intact its own secular be- 
lief system. In view of the intentions of 
the Framers and the true meaning of the 
Establishment Clause, the phrase "un- 
der God" should be left intact in the 
Pledge of Allegiance. 
Join us on Wednesday, Novem- 
ber 20th in Room 170 for the 
Docket Debate on "Under 
. Gody9 in the Pledge introduced 
by Prof. T i o n s .  
Lunch will be provided. 
COUNTERPOINT:  "UNDER GOD" VIOLATES CONSTITUTION 
By Erin Baird official.. .can prescribe what shall be in religious activity." The Court found Court found that governmental action 
orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion." that if government is "utilizing the pres- promoted a religious message even 
In 1954 our government held a The Court t i g e , though neither case involved an affir- 
silent burial for our First Amendment. concluded p o w e r ,  mative attempt to use the religious items 
Blinded by the terror of the Cold War, that free and in- to proselytize. 
Congress side-stepped the Bill of Rights public fluence The public school endorsement 
and sought to "deny the atheistic and education, of apub- of a nation under God violates the Es- 
materialistic concepts of communism" if faithful lic insti- tablishment Clause. Much like the pres- 
with the simple addition of the words to the tution to ence of the Ten Commandments or daily 
"under God" to our Pledge of Allegiance. ideal of bring re- Bible readings, the presentation of the 
Soon after President Eisenhower signed s e c u 1 a r 1 i g i o n current Pledge, even without mandatory 
the new Pledge into law, "In God We ins  t ruc-  into the participation, indoctrinates students with 
Trust" was imprinted on all currency and tion and lives of a particular religious belief. Even if stu- 
established as out National Motto. But political citizens," dents elect not to partic~pate or leave 
50 years later, the 9th Circuit has un- neutrality, the Es- the classroom, the practice alone as pre- 
earthed a buried treasure. will not be tab1 i sh- sented by state-employed teachers is 
This year, in Newdow, the 9th part isan m e n t sufficient to establish state endorsement. 
Circuit held that routine recitation of the or enemy Clause is While Ms. Davis asserts that 
Pledge in public school classrooms, even of any violated. removal of God from the pledge actu- 
without compelled participation, violates c 1 a s s , Ashley Davis and Erin Baird As de- ally inhibits religion, such is not the case. 
the Establishment Clause of the First creed, party, or faction. termined Children are not prohibited from indi- 
Amendment. The court determined that TheEstablishmentClauseofthe by the Supreme Court in Epperson v. vidual acts of prayer or worship in 
the statement that the United States is a First Amendment states that "Congress Arkansas, Government must be neutral school, and removal of God from the 
nation "under God" is an endorsement shall make no law respecting an estab- not only in its relations with different Pledge does not endorse atheism; it 
of religion, namely, a belief in monothe- lishment of religion." According to the sects, but also in its relations with be- merely restores the Pledge to a neutral 
ism. Further, the Court held that the Supreme Court, the Fourteenth Amend- lievers and nonbelievers position that does not advance a religious 
school district's practice of teacher led ment extends this requirement to the . In order for governmental ac- doctrine. 
recitation amounted to state endorse- States and their school districts. To pass tion to pass muster under thk Establish- While this country sustains a 
ment of the Pledge's ideals by inculcat- Establishment Clause scrutiny, agovern- ment Clause, the govemment must dis- vocal majority of Judeo-Christian faith, 
ing respect in the students. mental action must have "a primary ef- pel even the appearance of affiliation our Constitution was created specifically 
The 9th Circuit relied on the Su- fect that neither advances nor inhibits re- with the religious message according to to prevent government suppression of 
preme Court's reasoning in West Virginia ligion." the Supreme Court in Roemer v. Mary- the silent minority. After 50 years in si- 
State Board of Education v. Barnette In Walz v. Commissioner land Public Works Board (1976). For 1ence;we are raising a "red flag" in uni- 
(1943) that the government may not (1970) the Supreme Court stated that the example, in Stone v. Graham (posting son, "I pledge allegiance to my Flag and 
compel unwilling school children to sa- Establishment Clause reaches not only of the Ten Commandments in public to the Republic for which it stands: one 
lute and pledge allegiance to the flag. the actual establishment of religion, but classrooms) and Abington School Dis- Nation indivisible, with Liberty and Jus- 
"If there is any fixed star in our consti- also the "sponsorship, financial support, trict v. Schempp (daily public school tice for all." 
tutional constellation, it is that no and active involvement of the sovereign readings from the. Bible), the Supreme 
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The Docket is sponsoring its first annual Writing Competition. Students may write 500-700 words on a legal topic of their choosing. Topics may 
be based on personal interests, class discussions, current events, politics, international policy, or anything else that affects the legal system. 
Articles exceeding 700 words will not be considered. Submissions are due in February and will be anonymously judged by a pane1 of three 
professors. Winning entries will be published in the March Edition and winners will receive a cash prize. See the next edition for the due date, 
submission process, and cash prize amounts. Please direct questions to Jerri Nims at thedocket_gsu@yahoo.com. 
G S U  
By Franklin Lemond, Clzief Layout Editor 
When I decided to go to law 
school, I am'sure that many of my fel- 
low students were in the same position I 
was. Working full-time, either recently 
married or in a committed relationship 
and somewhat tied to the Atlanta area. 
For many of us, we came to GSU be- 
cause it was the only accredited Law 
School that offered a part-time program. 
The College of Law's reputation played 
very little in the decision, because there 
was no other option. 
The fact that the Law School 
was ranked as a second tier law school, 
while Emory and UGA were both first 
tier programs mattered little in our deci- 
sion making process. And while I paid 
litde attention to those things then, after 
nearly two and a half years as a part- 
time student, things like prestige and 
reputation have begun to matter a lot 
more as we begin to compete with stu- 
dents from Emory, Georgia and Mercer 
for summer associate positions and ulti- 
mately full-time positions at law firms in 
the city and in the nation. 
With the arrival of the law 
school's twentieth anniversary, there has 
been a well-deserved celebration of how 
far this school has come in such a short 
period of time. The development of the 
school to the established program it is 
today is a great achievement that each 
member of the faculty, administration 
and student body, past and present, 
should take great pride in. But at the 
same time, it is necessary for the stu- 
dents, faculty and administration to look 
together at what the College of Law can 
become and what steps are necessary 
to take our law school to the next level. 
With that in mind, in this issue 
and in subsequent ones this spring, here 
are several steps the College of Law 
could take in anticipation and prepara- 
tion for taking the school to the next level. 
Step 1: Increased Marketing 
While the College of Law's 
twentieth anniversary has received its 
due attention on campus, the local press 
coverage definitely has room for im- 
provement. The coverage in the Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution has consisted only 
of a short article in the City Life section 
back in September, profiling the efforts 
of Ben ~ohnson, the school's first dean 
in founding the school. 
Although the article mentions 
some of our school's achievements, it 
fails to mention what I believe are the 
time, namely the fact that GSU College 
of Law grads have out performed stu- 
dents from Emory and UGA on the July 
Bar exam in 2 of the past 3 years, and 
have scored higher than Mercer students 
in all 3 years. Despite lengthy write-ups 
in the Fulto? County Daily Report about 
the Bar results, the Daily Report hasn't 
reported anything on the anniversary cel- 
ebration. Likewise, I was unable to find 
any coverage in these papers about GSU 
College of Law being one of the most 
"wired" in the nation. 
A concerted marketing effort to 
increase the attention that newspapers 
give to the College of Law could improve 
recognition locally. Marketing can also 
be done via the College of Law web 
page. A current trend in Law Firm web 
design over the past,several years is the 
creation of a news coverage depository 
to allow visitors to the web page easy 
access to recent awards and coverage 
that firms have received. Designing a 
similar page for the College of Law web 
page would allow prospective students 
and employers alike to read about the 
great things going on at GSU. 
Step 2: Increased Funding for the 
Career Services Office 
that Vickie Brown and Regina Bryant 
have done a very admirable job this past 
semester under some very difficult cir- 
cumstances. With that being said, stu- 
dents going through recruiting this se- 
mester were at a considerable disad- 
vantage when compared to students 
who went through recruiting last fall. 
The recent hiring of David 
Smith is a step in the right direction. 
However, Emory and UGA Career Ser- 
vices departments are still larger than 
ours. The fact that Georgia State is a 
less established law school than Emory 
.and UGA necessarily means that the 
administration needs to put a greater 
emphasis on Career Services in order 
to better market the high quality students 
graduating from Georgia State and de- 
velop contakts with major firms outside 
the state of Georgia. Increased funding 
for the Career Services office to offer 
more programs on important concepts 
like interview strategies and etiquette, 
as well as a mock interview program to 
assist students who don't have experi- 
ence sitting for a job interview would 
make students more competitive in the 
job market. . 
..................... 
Look for additional steps the school 
: can take to get to the next level in f 
school's strongest selling points at this First, let me start out by saying the next edition! . 
..................... 
FAMILY COURT ORGANIZATION A N D  J U D I C I A L  .QUALITY 
By Eileen K. Stewart need to master a body of knowledge and Families come to court for di- the trial attorneys become his "tutors." 
to gain experience with that body of verse reasons that are distinctiveenough By default, the attorney becomes the 
Court organization represents knowledge is critical to adequate per- from other legal issues to justify special conduit of information for a judge who 
one of the greatest opportunities for ju- formarice. While many states have es- treatment and adjudication within special- fundamentally requires this information 
dicial reform, especially in family courts. tablished a unified family court system, ized courts by specialized jurists. Judi- to understand and perform his basic de- 
Based on its study of the unmet legal the judges who rule in these courts are cia1 specialization provides an efficient cision-making function. This approach 
needs of children and their families, the often rotated in and out of the family manner to deal with complex family le- lends itself to rulings that have little to 
American Bar Association has recom- courts. These case gal matters. There- do with due process or the application 
mended the establishment of unified assignments corre- fore, it becomes ad- of statutory requirements, precedent, or 
family courts in all jurisdictions. As noted spond to traditional By default, the attorney be- vantageous for rule of court to a particular family case. 
by Barbara A. Babb in the Family Law calendar assignments comes the conduit of informa- families and society It is also likely to increases the caseload 
Quarterly's review of the Symposium on with little regard to the tion for a judge who fundamen- to coordinate an ap- in the Appellate Courts. 
Unified Family Courts, a unified family judge's background, tally requires this information preach to fami I Y  When judges see the same is- 
court is a single court system with com- legal training, orexpe- to understand and cases by not only sues repeatedly and have time and mo- 
prehensive jurisdiction over all cases in- rience to appropiiately bSic dec~s ion~ma~~ng~~ct ion ,  having family courts, tivation to do the research and thinking 
volving children and the family. In this rule in the s~c ia l i zed  but ensuring the needed to resolve them accurately, fam- 
.. reformed system, one specially rained court. judges that rule in ily cases are more correctly decided. 
' and interested judge addresses the legal This fragmented family court these courts have the proper experience Specialization in family courts with spe- 
issues challenging each family. The re- system is costly to litigants, inefficient to make competent decisions. cialized judges may provide improved 
sult is a one family-one judgesystem that with judicial resources, and results in the Judges learn about litigation precision and predictability of adjudica- 
is more efficient and more compassion- issuance of diverse or even conflicting through their own first-hand experiences tion; more accurate adjudication; more 
ate for families in crisis." orders. Further, these rulings can curtail as lawyers and judges. For example, sup- coherent articulation of legal standards; 
This recognized need for special- individual and family access to a higher pose a career criminal attorney becomes and greater expertise in the decisions 
izedfamilycourtsfirst arosein 1959 when court review and abrogate the funda- a trial judge in a Commonwealth court coming from the bench. 
several states collaborated to produce the mental rights of due process. and is required to rotate courts every 18 Court organization clearly influ- 
Standard Family Court Act. The Act de- In today's society, Family Court months. He may be an expert in criminal ences judicial quality. Limiting subject 
scribed the family court as a unit under judges need to master the nuances of a cases, but his rotation requires 18 months matter jurisdiction to a particular sub- 
the direction of one of ore specially quali- complex body of law and have the ex- in Family Court. This judge clearly lacks stantive legal area may enhance the 
fied judges. The articulated purpose of pertise to make fair and impartial deci- any background, legal training or recent entire system where the specialized 
the Act presumed that qualifredjudges with sions. If a judge practices a whole lot in knowledge in the complex area of fam- judge operates. There are areas of law 
expertise in child and family legal matters a specialized court, he gets a sense of ily law (except for a required family law where trial court judges can do general 
would hear these cases and provide con- it. In contrast, the rotation of judges into course taken twenty years earlier in the rotations and provide adequate public 
tinuity forthe application of the law to the family courts disregards the judges' ex- second year of law school). service. However, Family Law is not 
family's case. perience that is so crucial in a truly uni- Here the judge becomes a "pro- one of them. 
In almost every profession, the fied family court system. fessional student in that area of law" and 
* 
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Organizations 
By Amy Philips 
TheEnvironmental Law Society 
has had a busy year so far. We have had 
3 international speakers, a white-water 
rafting trip, and on November 4th Anne 
Hicks, the current chair of the environ- 
mental law section of the Georgia Bar As- 
sociation,'took time to speak to us. 
Our first international speaker 
was Ellen Basse from Finland. She is a 
well-known attorney, educator, and pro- 
lific writer (3000+ pages in one year!) on 
environmental law in theEuropean Union. 
She was also the environmental advisor 
to the forier ~ u r o ~ e a n  U ion Minister of 
the Environment. She told us about law 
school in Europe, environmental law in the 
European Union, and government land use 
controls. 
.The perspective she provided was 
one that emphasized the difference in at- 
titude towards protecting the environment 
in Europe in contrast to the attitude here 
in the U.S. There, they have little environ- 
mental law because of differences in other 
areas of the law such as takings regula- 
tion. There simply is not as much protec- 
tion for individual land-owners if the gov- 
ernment decides that your land could be 
better used for something else. 
ELS's second international 
speaker was Ray Young from Canada. 
He is a well-known environmental and 
local government attorney in Vancouver. 
He previously spoke at GSU Law for the 
2001 Law Review Symposium on sprawl. 
He emphasized that the way Vancouver 
avoided some of the mistakes the U.S. 
made in planning was with three land use 
policies. They were: 1) no interstates 
through the city, 2) no monolithic public 
housing downtown (instead individual 
buildings have a certain number of subsi- 
dized units each), and 3) land with appro- 
priate soil characteristics for farming could 
never be used for anything but agricul- 
ture. 
Our third international speaker 
was Michael Bothe from Germany. He 
is an extraordinary individual who has uti- 
lized his talents in international and envi- 
ronmental law for over 40 years as an 
attorney, educator, director and member 
of numerous national and international sci- 
entific and policy-making groups. He 
spoke to us about the implications of the 
Kyoto Protocol for the world without US 
support. It appears that the U.S. is attempt- 
ing to freeload from the rest of the world, 
but it did not kill the process. 
The objective of the Kyoto treaty 
was to make an agreement whereby coun- 
tries would lower their emissions of car- 
bon dioxide below 1990 levels by either 
buying the right to pollute from other coun- 
tries or by directly lowering emissions. 
Problems arise in the details of the agree- 
ment. Some countries want to count for- 
ests against their C02 levels because for- 
ests absorb C02. Yet how to count this is 
quite controversial. Developing countries 
support Kyoto because developed coun- 
tries would likely pay them to reduce emis- 
sidns. This is because it costs less for them 
to reduce emissions and they can reduce 
more than a developed country, which al- 
ready has emissions controls. 
Our most recent speaker was 
Anne Hicks, the chair of the environmen- 
tal law section of the Georgia Bar Asso- 
ciation. She currently works at Holden and 
Associates as in-house counsel for 
Oglethorpe Power. She mainly does regu- 
latory work and gave us the inside view 
on how to get a job out of law school after 
moving out of state. 
Current Georgia law issues seem 
to include fending off citizen suits by the 
Georgia Center for Law in the Public In- 
terest and the ~ u r n e i  ~nvironmental Law 
Clinic under federal regulatory law. An- 
other area to watch is new Total Maxi- 
mum Daily Load standards for turbidity 
that the GA Environmental Protection Di- 
vision is under court order to create for 
each watershed in the state. These new 
standards could affect daily construction 
practice of smaller sites. 
The rafting trip was on the 
Nantahala in North Carolina. Logan But- 
ler was extraordinary in getting it orga- 
nized and guiding us down the river with 
his wife. We hope we will be able to do it 
again in the spring. If you would like to 
join theEnvironmental Law Society, please 
go to www.groups.yahoo and search for 
Ga-State-Env-Law-Society. Or send a 
note to ELSPrez@yahoo.com including 
your name and interest. 
WHY T H E  CRIMINAL D E F E N S E  ATTORNEY IS VITAL TO JUSTICE 
By Trislza A bbott the police investigation was sloppy, the the alleged D.C. sniper(s) John Allen dam convenience store robbery and mur- 
evidence mishandled, the state could not Muhammad and John Lee Malvo were der. 
Let's start with the O.J. Simpson make its case, therefore, the verdict was arrested. Remarking how fascinated he It is the defense lawyer who 
verdict. Many people saw O.J.'s acquit- correct. Althoughthestateclearlydropped was by the media coverage of the take- stands between the accused and a pas- 
tal as a miscarriage of justice. That's just the ball, it took O.J.'s defense lawyers, down, Findling noted the careful attention sib~emiscan~ageof~ustice,~ind~ingpo~nte~ 
not so, says Drew Findling, prominent de- the "dream team" of F. Lee Bailey, Johnny to detail and proper procedure that law out. A student asked him how he could 
fense attorney, author, forensic evidence Cochran, Bany Scheck, AlanDershowitz, enforcement followed in conducting the defend someone he believed was guilty. 
expert, teacher, media legal commentator, and others to pound that point home. If investigation and making the arrest. Findling reminded her that it's impossible 
and member of the National Association the police do a lousy job, if a defendant's He pointed Out that this time law to know whether an accused person is 
of Criminal Defense Lawyers board of constitutional rights are violated or a enforcementagentscarefullygatheredand guilty. H~ noted that even the evidence 
directors. search is conducted illegally, a good de- processed evidence, obtained search war- can lie, to inmates who havebeen 
When the O.J. verdict came fense lawyer will make it known and the rants even where they may not have been freed by ne I~~~~~~~~ project as a per- 
down, Findling was part of the Technical defendant will be found not guilty. The needed, and followed every procedural fect example. when a prosecuting attor- 
Working Group assembled by Attorney next time law enforcement agents will be detail to ihe letter. Clearly, law enforce- ney makes a mistake, a guilty person may 
General Janet Reno to develop the De- more careful to observe the "technicali- ment did not intend to suffer another pub- go free. B~~ if a defense lawyer errs, an 
partment of Justice's training document, ties" (also known as the Bill of Rights). lic and embarrassing defeat at the hands innocent can go to prison or even 
"Crime Scene Investigation: A Guide for Lesson learned. a defense Even the j"- lose his life. Findling urged the students to 
" Law Enforcement." He recounts that the Findling's lunchtime speech at risdiction of Montgomery, Alabama, felt the volunteer time to the innocence project 
many nationally respected law enforce- theeGeorgia State College of Law was reverberation from the O.J. verdict and to help free those who were wrongly con- 
ment agents with whom he was working timely. He addressed the student gather- carefully preserved and cataloged the evi- victed. 
all had the same reaction to the verdict: ing on October 24th, the morning after dence from what appeared to be a ran- 
. STLA R I S I N G  TO T H E  CHALLENGE 
STLA Board with Dean Grcfith Twenty Year Celebration on September 
12,2002. 
Additionally this school 
year, STLA had the most suc- 
cessful try-outs in its history. 
Thirty-five 2Ls and twenty-two 
3Ls competed for a total of only 
thirty-one spots. The candidates 
were extremely talented and the 
competition was fierce. Tom 
Jones, the Head Coach and 
STLA Director, had the daunt- 
ing task to select the team based 
on the high number of capable 
By Ashley Deal students. Alas, the team was selected and 
the practicing has officially commenced. 
The Student Trial Lawyers As- STLA is participating in twocom- 
sociation has started off the 2002-2003 petitions this fall. The National Trial Ad- 
school year with a bang. Recently, STLA vocacy Mock Trial Competition was held 
donated $3,000 to theTwentieth Year An- in Detroit, ~ i c h i ~ a n ' o n  November 9th- 
niversary scholarship in honor of the Col- 12th. One team comprised of four mem- 
lege of Law turning twenty years old. Not bers diligently practiced for the stiff na- 
only is STLA the only student organiza- tional competition. The other fall compk- 
tion to donate money to date, they were tition is the William Daniel Mock Trial In- 
also recognized for their contribution at the vitational held here in Atlanta on Novem- 
ber 22nd - 23rd. Six team members are 
preparing to dominate against the other par- 
ticipating teams. There are currently 20 
different law schools from across the na- 
tion signed up to compete in the William 
Daniel. 
With the spring semester comes 
two additional competitions. The Ameri- 
can Bar Association will be hosting acom- 
petition in Atlanta and the Association of 
Trial Lawyers of America competition will 
be held in Florida. The teams will begin 
practicing immediately following the holi- 
day break to ensure top performance. 
In the past, the GSU Student Trial 
Lawyers Association has become the pre- 
miere mock trial team in Georgia. They 
currently hold the most successful mock 
trial record among all of the Georgia 
schools. With the rising popularity of the 
organization, the future is very bright. The 
stiffer the competition during future try- 
outs means the selected teams will become 
even more elite. 
Michigan State Mock Trial Competion, 
Detroit, MI: November 9- 1 1,2002. Com- 
petitors: Lance Tyler, Jim Wall, Shawn 
Bugbee, Matt Norton. 
William Daniel Mock Trial Invita- 
tional, Atlanta, GA: November 22-24, 
2002. Competitors: Jimmy Hurt, Jason 
Treadaway, Patricia Abbott, Randall 
Schonder, Lamar Smith, Preston 
Haliburton. 
ABA Mock Trial Competion: February 
2003. Competitors: Lori Pearson, Steve 
Shewmaker, Jaime Russek, Mark Issa, 
Anna Willyard, Susan Kreuzkamp, Nick 
Salter, Stephen Coxen, Keisha Benjamin, 
Alison Spiers, Beth Howard, Leslie 
Spornberger Jones, Matt Hines, Martin 
Marshall. 
ATLA Mock 'Rial Competition: March, 
2003. Competitors: Jimmy Hurt, Ashley 
Deal, Harry Silvey, Christa Kirk, Shawn 
Bratton, Tim Baggett, Jennifer Kramme, 
. Kathryn Davis. 
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Student Bar Association 
SUCCESS OF REAST CANCER WALK 
By Erin Baird 
Last month, Georgia State Col- 
lege of Law joined forces with the 
American Cancer Societyto battle breast 
cancer in the annual Making Strides 
Against Breast Cancer Walk. The GSU 
COL team had 77 registered members 
who together raised over $7,000 for 
breast cancer research. At the walk, 
over 25 participants came out bright and 
early to Stone Mountain Park to repre- 
sent GSU COL and raise awareness 
about breast cancer. 
This year's Walk was particu- 
larly successful due to the recent im- 
Erin Baird Brenda Rothman 
flex Collins Brian Rooker 
4licia CastiUo Bndgette Eckerson 
Allen Deutsch Casey Middlebrook 
Amy Barrington Charles Grattan 
Angie Sutylo Charles Marvin 
Anne Koch Chelyl Jackson 
Ashley Giles Daniel Castro 
Bernadette Harffield Danielle Becker 
pact that cancer has had on our &culty. 
After Professor Einanuel's and Profes- 
sor Scott's personal struggles with breast 
cancer and the tragic loss of Professor 
Morgan to brain cancer, the GSU com- 
munity came together to honor these 
amazing women and express their sup- 
port. 
As a result of these tremendous 
hdraising efforts, GSU COL will be 
recognized by the American Cancer 
Society as one of the top 3 teams in At- 
lanta and will be awarded a personally 
embroidered woven wall tapestry that 
will be displayed in memory of Profes- 
sor Morgan. SBA PI mesident Erin Baird, Pro$ Charity Scott, and fonner SBA President Dawn, 
2002 GSU Colle~e of Law Members of the Breast Cancer Walk 
Dawn Jones Hanna Williams Jonethan Clements Lissette Herrera Megan Zngle 
Debbie Haverstick Heather Robinson Jonathan Pmrnell Lori DuBois Melanre Becknell 
Deborah McCullum Hilda Rivera Julie Stewart Madden DeGarmo Michael Boring 
Doris Cook Jane Bradshaw Karin David-Mangum Marcy Wellings Michelle Fernandez 
Ehzabeth Cooper Janice Becker Keagan Flynn Marguerite Brown Michelle Hart 
Ellen Podgor Jefiey Briscoe Kelly Kesner Marisa Spicer Nancy Adams 
Ellen Taylor Jennifer Kramme Lune  ljler Marjorie Girth Nancy Johnson 
Emily Ruisanchez Jerri-Nims Laura Devoe Martin Marshall Nancy Sandlin 
Evelyne Imber JoAnna Deering Lisa Moultrie Mary Katherine Davis Nate Harp 
Jones 
Paul Hudson Tawny Richardson 
Philip Robertson Terry Daws 
Ronald Blasi Dey Tolbert 
Samantha Johnson Valencia Lewis 
Sarah Gordon 
Shannon Alexander 
Shannon LaBove 
Stacey Flynn 
Steve Johnston 
G S U  LAW HOSTS ABA FALL ROUNDTABLE 
. . 
On October 18& and 19th, the Young Lawyers Division of the 
GSU College of Law hosted the Fall Atlanta Bar and attorney with Alston 
Roundtable fbr the American Bar As- and Bird, spoke about the opporhmi- 
sociation Law Student Division. ties available through membership in 
Over 75 law student leaders from local bar chapters. Several members 
across the country came to Atlanta of the Diversity Committee of t'he 
to network, exchange ideas and learn ABA LSD then presented an action 
how to better serve their schools. The plari for recognizing and celebrating 
5L Circuit ABA LSD Govkmor, Kelly diversity in our law schools. Sam 
McCabe, organized .a weekend Houston, a D.C. education attorney, 
packed with speakers, activities, and owe, with a discussion 
social events. After an enthusiastic from conflicts be- 
welcome from Dean Griffith and SBA hg-disabled children .and 
President, Erin Baud, on Fridayevening, g u m  hunge for a so- Next, an Atlanta-area atbllley 'couple, deficient school districts. The 
the group separated into ABA Circuits cia1 mixer. Andi and Felton Parrrsh, cornparedtheir ~ ~ ~ ~ b b l ~  concluded a banquet 
Aibr~nAdttst on Saturday7 the experiences working in both large ahd - dinner the sheraton . to make plans fbr the spring semester. law stuhents assembled R&x~een treat small firms and answered questions The SBA would like to extend 5L Cimstpenicipated in leader@ , bags t6 deliver to Hughes-Spaulding a w  
challenges and brainstorming exercises 
to share community service project ideas c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e n ' s '  Hospital do-wn Ivkhael spous Grant and Garrett Pendelton then spoke lunch, for ABA Work-a-Days. Circuit meet- 
ABA Fall 
Lounge 
Danny Coleman, Erin Baird, Michelle Hart, Jemr)? N i m ,  Dan Castro, Frank Pennington, Brendan Hunter, and Mark Issa 
Matt Hines, Philip Robertson, and Alicia Castillo 
HALLOWEEN PARTY , 
2Ls and 3Ls hrmgin' together Who is this mystery man? lLs Represent 
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CSO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: DAVID SMITH i Volume 12, NO. 3 
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November 2002 B j  Ben ~ a l d e n  agement at Goizueta School of Business topics including business, history (disser- 
at Emory University. 
Anyone that uses the Career > Associate DirectorIPublic Service Ad- 
Services Office knows how busy and visor Georgia State College of Law Ca- 
hectic it can be while looking for that reer Services Office. 
perfect job. Lately, it has been even > Worked with the Small Business Ad- 
more difficult to set up appointments ministration. 
with the Career Services Staff because 
of the departure of Leah Fisher, but not Education: 
anymore. - Georgia State University, 6th year of 
David Smith is now the Assis- PhD in Higher Education 
tant DirectorPublic Service Advisor - Embry Riddle University, MBA 
and can help students create their own - Regents College of New York 
personal job search plan and the job - Georgia Military College of Georgia, 
search process. So, if anyone wants to Associate Degree 
talk about a career search plan and - Gaston State of Alabama. Associate 
process, David can help. Here is some Degree 
information asout David to make it 
easier when you go in to meet with him Tips and Philosophies: 
so that yob know a little bit about him + CIV analysis(go by and see David to 
and his background in career services find out more). 
' and job placement. + Students need to be prepared to net- 
+-. . work and win the offer. 
Expe'rience: + Students have to know the job search 
> S p $ t  15 year+in the military, which process and execute their job search 
included working as a non-commis- plan. 
sioned legal advisor. This included ini- + Networking is the glue that holds the 
tiating legal matters aid working with process together, without it, theprocess 
JAG. I falls apart. 
> While i i ~ h e  military, David also + "If you do something, be the best you 
worked in three different Career Cen- can, no matter what." 
ters finding:Jobs for people leaving the 
military and spouses of people in the Interests. and Hobbies: 
military. > Miami Dolphins and Alabama football 
> Associate Director of the MBA Ca- fan. . 
reer ,Management at the Wharton > Fan of Don Shula because of his ex- 
School Of Business at the University pectations of excellence (only coach ts 
of Pennsylvania. have a perfect season in NFL history) 
> Director of the BBA Career Man- > Avid reader and writer on numerous 
tation is the history of Georgia State Uni- 
versitv). and ~ l a n s  to write a book about :EXECUTIVE EDITORIAL BOARD f 
4 ,  0 * 
the Georgia University System. a Editor-in-Chief * 
> Owns his own business - 'Always and : * Jerri Nims 0 Forever Hair Salon' which his wife runs. * a 
0 
* * 
a Managing Editor Expectations: Brian McCarthy 
- Expects students to be challenged and 
to challenge the Career Services Office. : Chief Layout Editor 
- David's goals are to inspire and moti- f Franklin Lemond 
vate students, which includes many ques- 
tions and lots of homework, all of which EDITORIAL BOARD a 
are necessary to be successful in the job : 
search process. Print Layout Editor 
- David expects students to challenge : Betty Nguyen 
the Career Services Office by making f 0 
suggestions of programs and such for the a Online Layout Editor 
students. Jeff Meek 0 
0 
Other Information: : Features I Organizations Editor : 
David is extremely h+py to be : Kelly Kesner * 
at Georgia State University, and wants SBA Editor I Photographer to make sure that students are prepared 
for opportunities to come. He plans to f Erin Baird 
help by teaching students to network and 
interview successfully. Also, David did : 
much of his education as a part-time stu- : 
dent, which means he understands ex- 
actly what part-time students go through. : 
. Remember, David has worked : 
in the military, business, government 
agencies, and education, so he under- : 
stands what each of these types of em- : 
ployers are looking for. Make sure to go 
by the Career Services Office to wel- 
come David or set up an appointment, : 
but make sure you are ready to work if 
you want his help, because he is. 
Careers Editor 
Ben Walden 
Photo Editor 
Jonathan Clements 
WRITERS 
Staff Writers 
Erin Baird 
Stewart Bratcher 
. 
Kelly Kesner 
Franklin Lemond a 
Brian McCarthy 
Jerri Nims 
Eileen K. Stewart PROTOCOLS FOR O F F E R  A N D  ACCEPTANCE : Ben Walden 
Adapted .by Ben Wnlden ~ u l l - ~ i m e  Emplovment: at least December 1. : Contributing Writers This Issue : 
* Employers offering full-time positions * If the Employer is making the offer be- Ashley Davis 
General: following graduation to law students not fore September 15 for a second summer Amber Mees 
* Offers to law students should .remain previously employed by them should leave clerkship to a student, it should stay open Mike O'Hagan ' 
open for at least two weeks. offers open to at least December 1st. For until at least Novemberl. or until Decem- f w 
. * Students should reaffirm offers within - students that have worked theirpreviously, ber 1 if the student requests it. The Docket is published by the Student Bar : 
Association of Georgia State University 30 days of the offer letters or the em- the offer should be held open until at least College  of Law. All students are encouraged to 
ployer can retract the offer. Novemberl. Employers making offers on Summer Emalo~ment Provisions for f submit articles for publication. Please sabmit f 
- - 
* Students are expected to release of- or after September 15th of the student's 1Ls: articles to thedocketgsu@yahoo.com. 
fers or negotiate an extension of the re- third year for full-timeemployment follow- * First year students should not be offered . It is The Docket policy that all submissions 
sponse date by the applicable deadline. ing graduation to a previous summer as- placement services until November 1, ex- f , subject to editing and space limitations. : 
* Second and third year students may sociate should leave the offers open until cept a part-time student who may get help We make every effort to publish stories 
extend one offer past December 1 with at least December 1st. submitted by the deadline, with priority in seeking positions during the school term. to the earliest submissions. 
the employer's consent. * First year students and employers should : 
* Employers should promptly report of- Summer Em~lovment Provisions for not initiate contact with one another or in- : Th; views and opinions contained herein do 
- - 
fers aiddecisions through N ~ P O ~ ~ S .  2Ls and 3Ls: terview before December I. *not necessarily reflect those of the faculty and* : student body of the College of Law, the SBA f 
* Employers offering part-time or tem- * If an employer offers to a student in the * All offers to first year students should Board or the editorial staff of The Docket. 
porary positions for the schbol term may fall that has not been employed by them remain open for at least two weeks Direct questions and comments to: 
be exempted from below sections. previously, the offer should stay open until a thedocket_gsu@yahoo.com. 
Student Achievements 
Congratulations to the 2003-2004 Moot Court Candidates! I 
Jacob Best Wendy Hart Jamie Russek 
I 
Tamara Brooks Anne-Marie Hill 
I 
Brenda Rothman I 
Dan Castro Beth Howard Steve Shewmaker 1 , 
Terry Davis Robert Laney Leslie Spornberger I 
Chris Dillon Matt Lee Dee Sternlieb 1 
Mariana Durham Franklin Lemond Leslie Toran I 
Erica Evans Scott Marty Victoria Watkins 
Seth Friedman Amy McMonow Ashley Webber I 
Heather Froy Frank Pennington Anna Willyard I 
Petrina Hall I I 
LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.I.I 3L Jennifer Kramnie tandem skydives with Danny Page 
. , 
. 
. . 
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Student Voice 
LAW FROM TWO PERSPECTIVES 
By Mike O'Hagan 
In a classroom, sometime in 
May 1996.. . ':You need to start prepar- 
ing courtroom testimony for an incident 
while you are on the way to the call. 
When you arrive, get all the information 
you need and write a detailed report. 
Document everything. If you don't and 
you testify to something that's not in the 
report, some defense attorney will ma- 
nipulate what you testify to oppose what 
is in your report. He will lie or do any- 
thing to get his client off." 
In a classroom, sometime in 
May 2002.. . "When representing your 
clients, you need to do a thorough inves- 
tigation. The police will lie to convict an 
innocent man and the prosecutors will 
let them testify to false information." 
How could I be expo.sed to two 
diametrically opposed viewpoints regard- 
ing guilt or innocence and what lengths 
one will go to to ensure that guilt or in- 
nocence? By being trained for a career 
in police work, and then being trained 
for a career in law. Since I first began 
law school, I have been amused, irritated, 
and often angry at the positions that 
many law professors and students take 
regarding the prosecution of criminals 
in the justice system. 
In criminal procedure, I heard 
all about police lying to put an innocent 
man away and prosecutorial'inisconduct 
to secure convictions. ..yeah right. 
Check the sentences most people get 
out of the Fulton or DeKalb Superior 
Court System.. . Probation. Probation for 
anything from Possession of Cocaine, 
to Possession of a Firearm During the 
Commission of a Crime, to Aggravated 
Assault. 
-1 have anex-coworker who was 
forced to shoot an 18-year-old; rather 
than have a productive life, the young 
man'decided to sell crack in a housing 
project amongst innocent children. Po- 
lice inter- 
(state time that is, not federal), they are 
paroled quickly due to the number of 
other violent predators coming in the 
gates. But worse to the defendant than 
the "lying police" and the "deceitful pros- 
ecutors" are their attorneys. 
It is the defendant's own attor- 
ney who does more harm to him than 
anyone else. Anyone who has had Prof. 
Single- 
vened, the 
man ran, 
~ulled out a 
handgun, 
- 
and turned 
and took an 
aggressive 
s t a n c e ,  
forcing the 
officer to 
fire upon 
him. The 
ton has 
b e e n  
told - 
"Don't 
defendant 
faced numerous charges from obstruc- 
tion to possession of cocaine with intent 
to distribute to aggravated assault on a 
police officer. 
The law at the time set the mini- 
mum time at 17 years and the maximum 
time at 76 years. What horrible sentence 
did the police and the prosecutors im- 
pose on this poor young soul? Does he 
currently have a new best friend named 
"Big Earl?" No, he was walking the 
streets as soon as he postedrbond, sen- 
tenced to 7 years probation. 
Dangerous predators are rou- 
tinely given probation becake there is 
no jail space. Even if they are given time 
D o r -  
othy, or Joe Cannon lying, evidence- 
planting police officers? Were they pros- 
ecutors who failed to disclose exculpa- 
to,ry information in a Bradv request? No, - 
they were defense attorneys. 
Just check out the Public De- 
fenders at the City of Atlanta Municipal 
Court try to vigorously defend their cli- 
ent, only to get more jail time for him 
than if they had gone along with the pro- 
gram. 
Take a suspect charged with a 
minor felony. The officer and the solici- 
tor both feel t je  interest of justice would 
bGto reduce to a city charge and give 
the guy 15 days in jail. The police of- 
ficer and solicitor are ready to go - swear 
in, lay the foundation, and let him nar- 
rate. The judge is ready to go, he? has a 
tee-time later that day. 
But with the idea of vigorously 
defending her client, in the interests of 
wanting to fight, the public defender 
wants more time to talk to the client, get 
a copy of the police report, and work up 
a magical Johnny Cochran style defense. 
So she asks for a three week recess to 
prepare her vigorous cross examination 
and defense. 
If the suspect pled he would be 
in city jail for a maximum of 15 days, 
but probably closer to 7. The public de- 
fender wants her client to sit in jail for at 
least 21 more days before having a hear- 
ing. At that point, after the defendant is 
convicted (and he will be convicted), he 
will do time in addition to the time he 
has spent waiting. 
Professors and proponents of 
defense work tell horror stories of de- 
fendants who waited for great lengths 
,of time before getting their prelim. But 
for all those poor souls who had to wait 
for more than 48 hours for their prelim, 
take a look to see where the problem 
was. The solicitor and officer were prob- 
ably ready to go, the defendant's law- 
yer delayed the matter. 
So after this ranting, will you see 
me working in a D.A.'s office when I 
graduate? Imposing deserving sentences 
on perps or waiting for a perfect case to 
get a death penalty verdict, go to Jack- 
son, and see the predator die ? Tempt- 
ing, but I'm going into civil work. Ya'll 
can have criminal. 
By Stewart Bratcher Fortunately, this attorney took the mate- Should the innocence project exonerate Here, the two individuals should,be re- 
rials out of the trash, which later estab- a substantial number of people, there tried, or the prosecutor should apologize, 
While John ihhcroft and h i -  lished the innocence of Johnson. ' would need to be a law giving a right to or even refuse to comment. 
ous state attorneys fight over who gets The third issue involves those recovery. The prosecuting attorney in the 
to kill the suspects in the D.C. sniper who are exonerated by DNA evidence, Arguably the greatest opponent Johnson case was upstand,ing enough to 
case, and we watch candidates for of- and must start a life for themselves af- to the claim of innocence is the denial apologize for the outcome. However, he - 
fice in the elections compete to prove ter years in prison that there is any stated that he did not believe that the 
they are "tough on crime," it is appro- fora crime they did problem with the system failed because the technology 
priate to discuss innocence. The Geor- not commit. Calvin 
~ r ~ u a b l y  the greatest system. Earlier that now exists was sufficient to free gia Innocence Project recently got off Johnson, the first this month in Sa- Johnson. This does not wash. An inno- 
the ground. In a time where a nation re- man exonerated Opponent to the Of vannah two men cent man, prosecuted by the state and 
gards proof of guilt as a "technicality" through DNA evi- innocence is the denial were released spending over 15 years in jail before he, 
between ~ r e s t  and punishment, there's dence in Georgia, that there is any problem from sentences on his own, found agroup willing to help 
a group working hard even after a guilty spent over 15 years with the system. for rape because him get out of prison using new evidence 
verdict. But in Georgia, there are those in prison for a rape the presence of is evidence of a failed system. 
are not sympathetic to their cause. he did not commit. fluids related to Recently the Innocence Protec- 
The first issue involves exten- When the system the victim was tion Act was introduced in the U.S. Con- 
resources available to Georgia law fails and steals years of your life, who used in large part to convict them. Af- gress. This legislation sets standards re- 
enforcement through the DNA can you sue? In Johnson's case - no ter being tested against both defendants, garding the preservation of evidence and 
d&ibank. This mource is cited as the one. Absent a sufficient cause of action the DNA did not match up. Prosecu- the availability of testing inmates for the 
mostim~re5sivetoolof itskind.Theidea to pursue a $1983 claim in federal court tors nevertheless asserted that the con- federal system. In addition, the Act 
is DNA is collected from those charged (most wrongly convicted do), Georgia viction should not be overturned because would withhold certain federal money 
withacrime, itiscom~aredtounsolved has no provision that would guarantee the refuted physical evidence was not from states that did not adopt the stan- 
 rimes from the Past, and then stored compensation forthe wrongly convicted. the only evidence used to convict. Other dards. The Georgia Attorney General 
for future comparisons. In the meantime, . Instead, the individual can go before the evidence included victim identification, has criticized the legislation as an infringe- 
we  main one of the ~ ~ a l  states that legislature and plead for compensation. and somecircumstantial evidence. Coun- ment on states' rights. This is difficult to 
has no law to provide for DNA testing Johnson did exactly that, and the sel for the gentlemen stated they would understand considering no state is re- 
ofhmates where such a test could es- house recommended a figure of be willing to submit to a retrial and the quired to adopt the standards. The po- 
tablish innocence. - $500,000 as compensation for the 15+ prosecutordeclined, stating that thecase tential result of the Innocence Protec- 
second issue details the years of his life. If this seems unjust, probably could not be proven beyond a tion Act aside, perhaps state candidates 
preservation of evidence for later DNA note also that the Senate slashed the reasonable doubt. should hold off on new "get tough" mea- 
testing. Calvin Johnson was prosecuted amount to $100,000. Ultimately the full Nevertheless, after the pro- sures long enough to make sure that they 
by a district attorney who observed evi- $500,000 was awarded after the groups ceedings, the prosecutor stated that he are getting tough on the right people. 
d ~ ~ e f r o m h i s t r i a l  beingthrownaway- studied similar cases from other states. still believed in the guilt of the men. 
